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.. g RIVERSIDE HOSPITAL-

1900 SUPERIOR STREET

TOLEDO, Onzo 43004

May 8, 1981 v.t...o~.
419-729-5151

.

.

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
Region III
799 Roosevelt Road
Glen Ellyn, Illinois 60137

Attention: Mr. D. J. Sreniawski

Dear Sir:

Attached herewith is a statement of the corrective

actions taken by the Nuclear Medicine Department of Riverside
!

j Hospital in response to your letter of April 30, 1981.

These documents are submitted under oath as indicated

below.

Sincerely,

hMY #f
Harold Crary
Director
Professional Services

HC/ci

att. (1)

cc: Nuclear I;edicine Dept.
File /f//
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810 601 (2.SDh ANNA M, PITZEN'

Notary Public. Lucas Courty. ch%

My commission expires Feb 20. I?86
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Violation 1. Linearity Tests

1. Corrective action taken and results achieved - A linearity test
was done on April 27 by departmental personnel and recorded,
these tests will be done on a quarterly basis with the results
kept on file for future inspection.

2. Corrective action to be taken to avoid future noncompliance -
The linearity tests will be checked periodically by an outside
radiation health physicist to assure accurate testing is being done..

3. The date when full compliance will be achieved - Full compliance
has been achieved as of april 27, 1981 when a second linearity
test for 1981 was performed. A third test will be done in July, 1981.

Violation 2. Survey of Packages
,

1. A form has been derived from the NRC Regulatory Goide and adapted
to provide for recording package surveys and wipe testing. All

| incoming packages are now surveyed on arrival and the results re-
corded.

2. Corrective action to be taken to avoid future noncompliar.ce -
These records will be checked periodically by ah outside radiation
health physicist to assure that proper recorde are being maintained.

|

! 3. The date when full compliance will be achieved - Full compliance was
'

achieved on April 20 1981.3

1

1

Violation 3. Area Survey and Wipe Testing

1. Corrective Action taken and the results achieved - (potope prepar-
ation areas and injection areas are now surveyed on* a daily basis

,

and wipe tested weekly. This is in addition to a monthly survey
'

and wipe test performed by an outside radiation health physicist.
The results of thase surveys and wipe tests are recorded and on
file for future inspection.

| 2. Corrective action to be take to avoid future noncompliance -
'

These records will be checked periodically by an outside radiation
health physicist to assure that proper records are being maintained.

! 3. The date when ' e l compliance will be achieved - Full compliance
was achieved Ja April 20, 1981.
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'ANNK M, :TZEIT &
Notary Pubik. Lucas Coe/. Otils

k'y contr.tssica evires Feb. 20.19?S
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